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Complementing Li-ion
The need for other chemistries

www.daimler.com/sustainability/battery-life-cycle

• Sustainability
• Cost reduction
• Diversity for application oriented chemistries



Alternative Chemistries
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Meyer DC et al., (2019) The Aluminum-Ion Battery: A Sustainable and Seminal Concept? Front. Chem. 7:268
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Sodium-ion Batteries (SIBs)
• Advantages:

• Abundant sodium resources
• Low cost of raw materials (~150 USD/ton of Na2CO3)
• Comparable performance to Li-ion batteries
• Aluminium can be used as a current collector for the 

anode
• Safer (can be discharged to 0V)
• Analogous to Li-ion technology
• LIB’s production methods are transferable 

• Suited Applications:
• Large-scale grid support
• Home storage
• Power tools
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Chem. Rev. 2021, 121, 3, 1623–1669



Sodium-ion Batteries
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Hard Carbon
(~350 mAh/g) 

Low voltage intercalation
Na2Ti3O7 (~180 mAh/g) 

Alloying anodes:
Sn (~830 mAh/g) 
P (~1800 mAh/g)

Polyanion and Prussian Blue Analogue

Layered Oxide (NaxMO4)
1M NaPF6 in 

carbonate based solvents



Sodium-ion Batteries at IFE | SIMBA-Horizon 2020

• Sodium-Ion and sodium Metal BAtteries for 
efficient and sustainable next-generation 
energy storage (SIMBA)

• Objective: develop highly cost-effective, safe, 
all-solid-state sodium battery for stationary 
energy storage.

• Methodology:
• Develop single ion polymer electrolyte
• Develop higher energy density and more durable 

anodes
• Low-cost and higher energy cathode materials

• IFE’s role: development and testing of hard 
carbon anodes from sustainable bio-sources

• Project Lead by: Technische Universität 
Darmstadt
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Sodium-ion Batteries at IFE | SIMBA-Horizon 2020
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• Developing and testing hard carbon anodes from sustainable bio-sources

Condensed particles

Hard carbon vs Na metal

Polymer Precursor Hard Carbon



Outlook for Na-ion batteries
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• Na-ion battery’s chemistry is analogous to LIBs
• Hence, spill-over learning effect can occur when lessons from scaling-up 

LIBs can be applied to the SIBs technological development path. As a 
result, a steeper cost reduction can be achieved.

• Similar processing and production methods to LIBs
• Lower power capabilities compared to LIBs due to the size of Na
• Best suited for large grid energy storage as their cathodes rely less on Ni 

and Co
• SIB is the most realistic beyond-Li-ion technology to complement Li-ion 

technology
• Na-ion batteries already exist at some level (Altris, Faradion, and TIAMAT)
• Plenty of room to innovate and improve SIB performance to the level of 

current LIBs.



Thank you for your attention!
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